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The properties of charged particles confined in a. harmonic oscillator
potential have become of increased interest lately in view of the develop-
ment of techniques in ion traps1 and storage rings.2- The symmetries in
such, systems intrigued the imagination of Ted. Hecht in connection with the
storage ring at Heidelberg, and so perhaps it is an appropriate subject for
this symposmm.

For an. infinite system of charged particles it has been known for some
time that the lowest state of the system is a body centered cubic lattice.3

For a finite number of particles confined in an external field the result has
been less clear — though i t has been of interest a t least since J . J .
Thompson's pre-quantam mechanics "plum pudding" model of the atom —
where the electrons were thought to be confined in a. sphere of uniform
positive charge-* The Hamiltonian of J . J . Thompson, is exactly equivalent
to a. harmonic oscillator potential. Although the subject has been studied
for some time, some of the lowest energy configurations in the literature.,
even as recently as five years agor have been incorrect.

Some of the simple configurations of particles confined in a harmonic
well are shown in Figure I . 5
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Fig. I. Coafiguratians af same of the simplest ionic systems in. jsotropic confinement,
lines «re dra-wn to emphasize groups of iians thit form simple geometrical shapes.
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It is clear that the lowest energy configurations are not always the most
symmetrical ones. For instance, five particles form a bi-pyramid. instead of
a tetrahedron with one particle in the middle. Eight particles do not form
a cuber but two squares that are twisted by 45 degrees with respect to
each other: in this way they can be squeezed a little closer together ir.
the harmonic potential.

For the minimum-energy configuration a particle is at the center for
the first time for 13 ions. Then ths interior structure grows gradually and
the outer shell also increases. For 61 particles there are two shells of 4S
and 12 particles with the last particle in the middle. The radius of the
outer shell increases smoothly with small discontinuities when the interior
structure changes as shown in Figure 2. The interior configurations are
rather similar to those of the same number of particles by themselves —
though their size is a little larger, as is shown in Table 1.

Table I. Comparison of Some of die Simple Configurations Free and Surrounded

N N t N2 N, Radius
Total Number in Number Number of
Number Outer in- Next in Next Shell Difference
of Ions Shell Shell Shell <R> 6

3 3
0.164

27 24 3

12

60

13

60

la

63

12

4S

12

48

14

48

12

12

14

1

1

1

1.600

1.607

1.721

1.733

1.812

1.823

0.007

0.012

0.012
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Fig. 2. Mean radius of ions in the outer shell for uotropic confinement plotted as a
function, of the number of ions N in the cloud. Til l radios » divided fcy fj*.*687 j t j l e
power that approximately compensates for the average increase with k>a •.umber). The
discontinuities at 13 and 22 ions correspond to the appearance of 1 aad 2 ions in the
interior of the cloud, respectively.

Such configurations have been realized in ion traps* — but here the
strength of the confining potential in. one of the three dimensions is
generally different from, that in, the other two. When one changes this
strength gradually, this causes discontinuous changes in. the configuration.
For four particles there are seven distinct shapes,, for instancer as the
focusing force along one axis changes. When this third component of the
force is weak compared to the equatorial ones the particles align themselves
in a straight line, as this compound increases the j take on a planer
configuration: first a rhomboid and then a rhombus. As the strength is
increased further the configuration becomes three-dimensional: tetrahedrons
of different asymmetries and orientations. Finally, when the polar force is
sufficiently stronger than the equatorial one the stable configuration becomes
planer again — a square perpendicular to the strong force component.
Such shape changes become more elaborate as the number of particles
increases.



When the number of particles gets large (e.g. > 100). the exact
minimum energy configuration has not been, determined. However. using

Cotiiom.3 orcering in two dimensions. But there are no equilateral triangles
hi a bcc solid — so at some point a transition, must take place.
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Fig. 3. Two projections of MD calculations for a system with 5CCG particles wick a thr*
di=eraiocaZy isccrapic restoriag force. The lower plot is the arranjeiceat of particles is.

Such shell structure has been, seen by Gilbert et al.s in Boulder —
though the structure within the shells could not be observed.

appro?:
moving with high velocities, they may be

"cooled." with electrons or lasers so that in the co-movir.g frame their
relative velocities become very smalt and thus the ordering again should be
observed. Here the number of particles again plays an important role.
With few particles they will remain on the axis of the cylinder, the
repulsive interaction between them is insufficient to remove them from" this



line. This would be a one-dimensional Coulomb system, such as was
calculated by Dyson1* in connection with, the Orttogonal Gaussian
Ensemble relevant to level densities.

As tne number of particles increases, they go through different
shapes.1' first bulge out in two dimensions and then forming various
cylindrical systems. Eventually there will be a set of cylindrical shells with
each shell again showing the equilateral triangles between ions as in the
spherical shells. This seems to be a. general property.

The storage rings have reached temperatures of a few degrees Kelvin at
the TSR ring in Heidelberg.12 and very recently 1 deg mK at the ASTRJD
ring in Aarhus13 though in the latter system this has been the case o~Iy
along one dimension. Ordering has not yet been demonstrated in storage
rings.

In summary, a new area is opening for the study of these classical
systems of confined charged particles, and the ordering, symmetries, and
dynamical properties that they exhibit. Quantum mechanics is still some
distance awayr in the /iK regime. But even in the quantum mechanical
ground state of an ionic system, the separation between ions would be on
the order of tens of wavelengths. Only for electrons is the spacing going
to be comparable to the size of their wavefunctions and cooling of electrons
in traps is difficult, though some tens of degrees have been reached.1*
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